tions by the National Association of Manufacturers to defend business against the New Deal. To understand the significance of the NAM's role in the growth and definition of public relations, it is first necessary to outline some early developments in the field.
Between the height of the trust movement and the depths of the Great Depression, public relations grew in fits and starts. One of its first important steps came through the recognition by the anthracite coal mine operators of the price of arrogance. When another strike threatened in 1906, they hired Ivy Ledbetter Lee to supervise their contacts with the press and public. Lee is usually thought of as the father of modern corporate public relations; and it is through techniques that he pioneered and that were refined by others, notably Edward L. Bernays and Arthur W. Page, that businesses have attempted to protect their political flank in addition to stimulating the sales of their products during this century.
Lee sought to "humanize" large and impersonal corporations by publicizing their care for their employees and customers and their efforts toward healthy community relations. He was instrumental in rationalizing the publicity that large institutions naturally attracted.3 Bernays showed how public relations could help a company economically as well as politically by using techniques such as "created events" instead of paid advertising to promote its products. He emphasized the irrational nature of opinion formation and had great faith in the potential of applied social psychology for "manipulating public opinion." In the first book ever published on the subject, Bernays wrote that the public relations counsellor must operate on what has come to be known as the "Two-Way Street," changing his client's actions in accordance with public desires as well as stimulating the public's taste for the client's products.4
Page perfected public relations at American Telephone and Telegraph. His methods for increasing the company's responsiveness to public opinion and for fostering an esprit de corps among employees became a much admired model.5 A large number of industrial firms, railroads, and utilities established press bureaus and employed outside public relations counsel during the Progressive period. Despite the atrophy of criticism of business during the New Era, interest in public relations remained great, especially among consumer-oriented firms, which were com-ing to recognize that sales could be affected by the public's opinion of a company as well as of its product. Leading businessmen acknowledged the importance of the function, and Lee and Bernays vigorously promoted it through the books and bulletins they wrote and distributed to opinion leaders.
In spite of the work of its partisans, however, public relations met with considerable resistance even within the business community. Executives were confused about precisely what it could do. Was it primarily a political tool, as in the hands of Lee and Page? Was its function predominantly economic -advertising carried on by other means -as with Bernays? Journalists and advertising agents objected to its economic manifestations because "free publicity" and "space grabbing" threatened their income.
They denied its salutary political effects. Some corporation lawyers wanted the responsibilities for communication with the public that were being assigned to the descendants of less-than-dignified press agents.
In 1933, the National Association of Manufacturers decided that the promise of public relations outweighed doubts about it and launched a program designed to respond to labor agitation, political attacks, and public criticism, and encouraged other trade associations and individual businesses to do likewise. Its work in spreading the public relations gospel during the depression and after helped to alter the defense of business leadership.
It must be emphasized that not all businessmen agreed with the Association's methods or message. Texas manufacturer Milo Perkins might have had the NAM in mind when he remarked in 1934 that "the capitalist system can be destroyed more effectively by having men of means defend it than by importing a million Reds from Moscow to attack it."'6 In the 1940s, the Committee for Economic Development was far more receptive than the NAM to government intervention in the economy, and it pursued a less bombastic public relations strategy.7 And some businesses, notably AT&T, eschewed talk of the business system in favor of providing information about themselves.8 Nonetheless, the NAM should be credited with pro- 8 Despite the fact that other companies have always looked to Bell as the prime example of what good public relations could do, Page, even during the twenties, sought to differentiate AT&T from other big businesses so it would be able to withstand a tide of antibusiness sentiment. AT&T therefore did not directly participate in the NAM's campaign moting the concept that the cultivation of favorable public opinion was a matter of such importance that it should be delegated to a specific department staffed by experts. Through studying how public relations came to the NAM and what the Association hoped to accomplish through it, we can learn much about the methods and concepts of corporate communication with the public.
THE BRASS HATS
The National Association of Manufacturers' public relations campaigns of the depression were prefigured by decades of effort to "control national questions of importance to manufacturers." 9 The most important of these questions, following a change in leadership in 1902, was the status of organized labor.'0 The Association's officers during the Progressive Era expressed a single-minded determination to stamp out unionism. Since public opinion was acknowledged to be the ruling force in the land, this goal could best be achieved by conducting a mighty propaganda campaign designed to bring the public back to the proper American and Christian viewpoints. By 1918, the Association was publicizing its opinions through a newsplate service and an extensive speakers' bureau, whose lecturers were attracting a gratifyingly large amount of publicity. It produced and distributed three series of posters, a newsletter, American Industries (the official magazine of the Association), and even a motion picture.
The NAM also recognized the strategic role of the press in influencing public opinion, and its leadership was not bound by respect for the integrity of the Fourth Estate. One of its presidents encouraged members to advertise only in those publications that were "bold and fearless" on the labor issue and to withdraw all support from the "cowardly" ones "whose columns and pages are filled with cheap sensational trash tending to breed discontent, chaos, and anarchy. The fact that three of these men hailed from an industry with a traditionally hard line toward organized labor indicated the conservative persuasion of the group as a whole.
The evidence suggests that neither Lund nor the other Brass Hats had any preconceived notions about a public relations program for the defense of business before they assumed control of the NAM. Even after a year in the presidency Lund did not mention public relations, publicity, or propaganda as the rationale for the organization's survival. Its principal purpose, he felt, was to provide leadership for other business organizations. 17 On September 7, 1933, however, Lund issued a key memorandum that indicated that he had discovered the purpose for which the NAM had been groping. He observed that the National Industrial Recovery Act had brought "revolutionary changes in the industrial picture," the most significant of which were in the realm of labor relations. The act had unleashed an intense organizing activity on the part of unions, including not only the AFL but also "the communistic groups whose activities, as time passes, may bring highly serious consequences." Lund added:
All of these organizations, having lost in the Act their long-time conventional appeals to workers, have resorted to untruthful or misleading statements about the law, particularly that it requires workers to join unions; that the worker cannot secure the benefits contemplated by the law unless It is reasonable to expect that a campaign based upon such false statements will ultimately defeat itself as the facts come to light. The outcome, however, will depend upon the activity of employers in combatting these misstatements ... The dire need of the strongest possible employer opposition is obvious.
Four major tasks, therefore, now faced the NAM, he said. It must develop a legislative program to deal with problems arising from the NIRA. It must step up its efforts at consolidating manufacturers' organizations. It must become the authority on business statistics.
And finally: 18
The problem of public relations must have an active consideration that the Association has never been able to give it. The public does not understand industry, largely because industry itself has made no real effort to tell its story; to show the people of this country that our high living standards have risen almost altogether from the civilization which industrial activity has set up. On the other hand, selfish groups, including labor, the socialistic-minded and the radical, have constantly and continuously misrepresented industry to the people, with the result that there is a general misinformation of our industrial economy, which is highly destructive in its effect.
The Association must have a more effective publicity staff than at present. The task of public relations, however, involves more than telling the public of the activities of the Association. Discretion and careful planning must be used in carrying it out and all channels through which the public may be reached must be used. The job, it will be recognized, is similar to that which has been done for individuals and large corporations by men such as Lee, Bernys [sic], Bruce Barton, and others.
Lund's memorandum contained the kernel of the NAM's message during the thirties. Industry's problems, he believed, were caused chiefly by public misunderstanding of its great services. This misunderstanding had resulted from industry's failure to "tell its story. ways that of the Progressive Era, it also differed in important respects. Chief among these was an increased sensitivity to the opinions of others rather than the mere expression of the NAM viewpoint. For example, one of Weisenberger's first moves was to commission Cherington and Roper to conduct a nationwide poll of more than 6,000 employees of large and small manufacturers. Probably no such effort had been made by the Association up to that time. The new NAM sought to sell free enterprise the way Procter and Gamble sold soap. Weisenberger, therefore, ordered a market survey to discover the opinions of, and the best appeals to reach, the potential consumers.24
Another departure from the old ways was the attitude toward the press. The new public relations program made extensive use of paid advertising, thus encouraging the allegiance of advertising men and newspapers alike. Perhaps because it was run by former newspapermen, the program did not try to lecture or threaten journalists but sought to work with and through them.
As had their predecessors, the public relations directors tried to make use of every medium of communication to put their message across, including radio programs, motion pictures, film strips, paid advertisements in newspapers and magazines, outdoor billboard advertisements, direct mail, displays for schools and plants, clipsheets for plant publications, a speakers' bureau, and more. The financial support behind this effort grew geometrically.25 There were numerous propaganda campaigns directed against the New Deal organized by individual businesses and other business associations, but Lund claimed that the NAM's generated a greater "volume of publicity . . . than all other programs combined." 26 The public relations department had three basic guidelines for Figures for the succeeding years are not completely reliable, but the budget for public relations did continue to increase. Nor do these expenditures tell the whole story. The NAM was receiving space in publications, outdoor billboards, and radio time at either greatly reduced rates or free. It was given over $1,250,000 worth of outdoor advertising space, $1,000,000 in newspaper space, and over $1,000,000 in radio time free in 1937. The central theme of NAM public relations material was that industry's managers were the true leaders of the nation. The public interest, and especially the workingman's interest, was safe in their hands. Business was on trial. (Although the staff was constantly warning itself that its propaganda should not be defensive, a recurring theme of its material was a courtroom scene at which industry stood accused by radical agitators or social planners while the judge was the American public.) False leaders were attempting to usurp its rightful place. Should they succeed, the great blessings of the American system would be forfeited. "A man is worth the wages he can earn," pronounced a business journalist of the 1920s,28 and so was an economic system, according to the NAM. The public relations staff sought to show that despite temporary difficulties, the American worker could afford more food, clothing, and luxuries than the worker of any other nation. This great achievement was the result of American business genius. The benefits of the system, however, were not described solely in material terms. The civil liberties everyone so cherished would be endangered should the social planners gain control. Freedom was indivisible; it could not be subtracted from enterprise without also taking it from speech, press, and religion.29 Although some students have argued that 1936-1937 was a turning point in business-sponsored anti-New Deal propaganda, the shows that the plant had actually been operating at a loss, and the owner dramatically returns from another town to announce that he has just sold some property to meet the payroll. He thus wins the support of the community, and the trial concludes with Robinson explaining that reform is necessary but only when brought about "within the rules of the game." 3 Industry is acquitted; its managers are shown to be sensitive and decent men. Rabble rousing is discredited. Because the business leader is trustworthy, the success of his enterprise will foster a harmonious polity. The harmony of all classes was a pillar of Association public relations. The clearest statement of this belief can be found in a series of twelve newspaper advertisements that the Association bought and distributed in 1936 and 1937. They were originally composed by Charles A. MacDonald, of the "small but enterprising" South Bend, Indiana advertising agency of MacDonald-Cook. They were published at the expense of a citizens' committee or employers' association in the local papers of such hotbeds of labor unrest as Canton, Ohio and Johnstown, Pennsylvania. The NAM public relations staff was so impressed with the copy that it bought the rights to it and, after revising it, sent it out to 367 newspapers across the country.
All or part of this package appeared in more than 200 newspapers.35
A typical advertisement featured a construction worker high on a steel girder looking down and waving at a man in a chauffered limousine. The headline reads: "I knew him when he pushed a wheelbarrow," and the text purports to show that in America, every man had an equal chance for success. "[U]nder no other flag and under no other social plan" has such a high degree of economic mobility been achieved. There is opportunity for all primarily because of "the spirit of good will among all groups." At the bottom of the page is the motto of the campaign: "Prosperity dwells where harmony reigns." 36
Here was a remarkably mild, insubstantial message for these climactic years of labor-management conflict. Employers preached harmony while the LaFollette Committee on Violations of Free Speech and the Rights of Labor "found war." 37 What did those who distributed these advertisements hope to accomplish through them? According to their author, MacDonald, they were designed "to promote industrial harmony and a clear understanding between the workers and management, to help avoid misunderstandings After a brief flirtation with an advocacy of an ill-defined free trade, Carey came to believe that the tariff would do more than just advance the interests of entrepreneur and laborer alike. According to his biographer, he believed that it would "find husbands for old maids and free the entire sex from an age-old bondage . . , make Southern planters rich but . would keep total labor costs low, thus making possible a higher wage for workers who remained on the job and lower prices for the public.45 Production would be supervised by highly trained experts, insuring fairness and efficiency.
In the 1920s, increasingly professionally trained "managerial" leaders came to look upon themselves not merely as extensions of the stockholders' will but as trustees, mediating the claims of employers, consumers, and the public as well as the owners. The managerial executive was not bound to abstain from involving his firm in public causes. He could foster social harmony by contributing profits to Its sponsor certainly thought that it in large measure succeeded. "I shudder to think," ran a set speakers' bureau speech, "of the fix we would be in today if we had not developed industrial consciousness." Robert Lund, sensing that public opinion was at last turning to the right after the 1938 elections, declined to credit all the change to public relations, but he did believe that the "new era and new formula of public contact by industry" had played its part. An analysis of the Association's crusade prepared after the 1940 elections pointed out that, although business had recently been "about as popular as a skunk at a lawn party," Wendell Willkie had just polled more votes than any Republican predecessor, "and his open and avowed platform was industrial-those lost-sight-of fundamentals that NAM began preaching seven years ago." Even though many seemed unaware of the "imminent danger" private enterprise was in, at least now "They favor the system, all right. That phase of our job has been well done. Weisenberger, like other public relations counsellors, did make honest attempts to reform his employers. But these attempts were only possible when they did not seem forced, when, that is, they could be interpreted as resulting from the businessman's paternal regard for employee or customer and not from the push or threat of a countervailing power like organized labor or government. In the latter situations, the corporate public relations man is forced to close ranks with the beleaguered businessman.5.
The LaFollette Committee, which investigated NAM public relations in the late 1930s, ridiculed the Association's talk of educat- Unnerved by the impact of the depression, apprehensive of the growing strength of labor, enraged at critics of the failures of business and rejecting almost in toto the devices of the new administration in Washington to find solutions to the problems it inherited in 1933, the leaders of the association resorted to "education," just as they had done in 1903-08, and 1919-21 under the guise of the "industrial conservation movement." They asked not what the weaknesses and abuses of the economic structure had been, and how they could be corrected, but instead paid millions to tell the public that nothing was wrong and that grave dangers lurked in the proposed remedies. In addition to this broad political objective, the association considered its propaganda material an effective weapon in its fight against labor unions.
This criticism was not without justification. The corporate public relations apparatus had indeed sought to quell labor unionism, and it had been used in tandem with the most vicious anti-union tactics in order to protect the public opinion flank of the conservative corporation. Thus we see the NAM supporting the Mohawk Valley Formula of Remington-Rand, or the public relations firm of Hill and Knowlton looking after the reputation of Republic Steel's Tom Girdler while he was equipping a private army, employing an extensive espionage network, and locking workers out of plants.57 And public relations had aided in the formation of citizens' committees, which acted as a vehicle of employer intimidation of workers after direct communication for this purpose was prohibited by the Wagner Act. There was, however, another side to the role of public relations in labor-management conflict, one that the LaFollette Committee, with its pro-labor bias, failed to recognize. Symbolic of this other side was a March 1937 Printers' Ink article, which the NAM's public relations staff believed to be sufficiently important to merit circulation to Association members. The article held that though many manufacturers seemed to think that advertising was of no account as an anti-strike weapon, if they would invest just "one-tenth of the money in advertising preparation that they are apparently quite willing to invest in labor spies, tear gas, and other methods, which have proved worse than useless, they will stand a far better chance of winning public support than is possible of private enterprise to the American public, but were uncertain as to how to accomplish this.62 As one public relations counsellor wrote in 1936, "The American businessman may not know what public relations work is, but he pretty generally thinks it is a good thing." 63 Opponents to public relations work were still plentiful in law, journalism, and advertising.
By the end of the decade, however, both confusion and opposition had begun to dissipate. Public relations was gaining recognition as a staff function whose responsibilities included organizing the news that a corporation generated with an eye to maintaining a good reputation for it and keeping the executives up-to-date about trends in public opinion. Political duties overshadowed economic ones, thanks in no small degree to the NAM's emphasis.
Thus the National Association of Manufacturers was influential in establishing public relations as a permanent fixture in the American corporation and trade association. The NAM had embraced public relations in the depths of the Great Depression and, more than any other organization, promoted its use. Its campaigns, supported by 3,000 businesses in the mid-1930s and by almost four times that many a decade later, and its intense discussions at the annual Congresses of American Industry introduced the function to a wide audience of businessmen, small as well as large, and generally increased its stature. A major weapon in the defense of business in the twentieth century had been forged.
